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ABSTRACT In this article, we review the topic of Huygens’ metasurfaces with an emphasis on existing and
emerging applications at microwave frequencies. Huygens’ metasurfaces have demonstrated unprecedented
capabilities of controlling electromagnetic wavefronts by means of electric and magnetic dipole moments
arranged in a thin sheet. We present the fundamental principles of Huygens’ metasurfaces based on the
boundary conditions governing their operation. Then, we discuss the aspect of practical realization of
Huygens’ metasurfaces and the different types of constituent subwavelength scatterers (unit cells). Moreover,
we summarize recent developments in several areas related to metasurfaces, such as perfect anomalous
refraction, polarization control, antenna beamforming and reconfigurable metasurfaces. Lastly, we provide a
brief outlook on emerging metasurface-based microwave technologies that are expected to further grow in
the future.

INDEX TERMS Huygens’ metasurfaces, equivalence principle, perfect refraction, thin lenses, polarization
control, antenna beamforming, reconfigurable metasurfaces.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the past few years, research in the field of ‘artificial’ electro-
magnetic materials or ‘metamaterials’ has seen an explosive
growth. The basic premise is to create structures that would
induce an engineered distribution of electric and magnetic
dipole moments upon illumination by an impinging electro-
magnetic field. Under certain conditions such as the con-
stituent unit cells being sub-wavelength in size, these struc-
tures can be homogenized and described by desired macro-
scopic quantities such as a permittivity, a permeability and
a refractive index. A comprehensive analytical treatment de-
scribing the early (sixties and earlier) related work on ‘artifi-
cial dielectrics’ can be found in the classical text by Robert E.
Collin [1]. In the now about 20-year old field of metamaterials,
the sought-after macroscopic quantities describe exotic prop-
erties such as a negative permittivity, a negative permeability,
and a negative or a near-zero refractive index. The most repre-
sentative metamaterial is the one characterized by a negative
index of refraction, first demonstrated experimentally at mi-
crowave frequencies [2]–[4]. In the engineering community

a transmission-line approach was developed for synthesizing
metamaterials with distinct advantages such as reduced inser-
tion losses and broader overall bandwidths [5], [6].

This review article describes some recent advances in
the field of metasurfaces which can be thought to be two-
dimensional (2D) metamaterials. It is interesting to note that
the bulk of the work on metasurfaces has been chronologically
conducted following the more general work on volumetric
metamaterials. Arguably this area originated from the seminal
work by Capasso and co-workers in the optical regime asso-
ciated with the introduction of the ‘generalized law of refrac-
tion’ [7]. In particular, this current paper focuses on Huygens’
metasurfaces (HMSs) which comprise 2D arrays of Huygens’
sources or scatterers. Typically, these HMSs are embodied by
co-located orthogonal electric and magnetic dipole moments.
Such 2D metasurfaces should be homogenized with suitable
quantities such as susceptibility or impedance/admittance ten-
sors, as will be described below in more detail. Since wave
propagation and associated phenomena such as refraction can
be explained in terms of the Huygens’ principle dating back to
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FIGURE 1. Schematic of a passive Huygens’ metasurface. The induced
current densities Js and Ms support a discontinuity between the fields
{E1, H1} and {E2, H2} at the two sides of the HMS.

the 17th century [8], HMSs are a natural way to engineer and
control the shape of electromagnetic wavefronts, as will be
described in this review article. Hence the appealing attributes
of the HMSs are that they can achieve several of the full
3D metamaterial functionalities while being much simpler to
physically realize and of lower profile.

In summary, this review article describes the fundamental
theory and some of the applications of HMSs at microwave
frequencies. As a disclaimer this review is by no means ex-
haustive and inevitably there is some bias toward emphasizing
the work conducted in the research group of the authors.

II. BASIC THEORY OF HUYGENS’ METASURFACES
Due to their electrically thin nature, Huygens’ metasurfaces
are macroscopically modeled through appropriate boundary
conditions at an infinitesimally thin sheet, as depicted in
Fig. 1. The basic HMS itself supports an electric and an
orthogonal magnetic surface current density, denoted by Js

and Ms, respectively [9]–[11]. In active HMSs, these surface
current densities are implemented with impressed sources,
while in the case of passive HMSs that are primarily cov-
ered in this review paper, they are passively excited by the
incident tangential electric and magnetic fields. For two sets
of stipulated fields {E1, H1} and {E2, H2} at the two sides of
the HMS, the required electric and magnetic surface current
densities are given as

Js = n̂ × (H2 − H1) , (1a)

Ms = − n̂ × (E2 − E1) , (1b)

where the fields are calculated at the boundary of the discon-
tinuity and n̂ is the normal unit vector towards region 2, as
shown in Fig. 1.

In order to synthesize a HMS that supports a desired
wave transformation, the discontinuity expressions in (1a)-
(1b) should be supplemented with another set of expres-
sions that relate the surface current densities to the total
fields at the two sides of the HMS. This is achieved by
a set of homogenized HMS parameters that take the form
of surface polarizabilities, surface susceptibilities or surface
impedances/admittances [12]–[14]. Although all representa-
tions are equivalent, the latter formulation is chosen in this
paper and four independently defined second-order tensors

are introduced; these are the surface electric impedance Zse,

the surface magnetic admittance Y sm, the magnetoelectric

coupling coefficient Kem and the electromagnetic coupling

coefficient Kme. The boundary conditions encapsulating the
HMS response take the following form

1

2

(
Et,1 + Et,2

) = Zse · Js − Kem · (n̂ × Ms) , (2a)

1

2

(
Ht,1 + Ht,2

) = Y sm · Ms + Kme · (n̂ × Js) , (2b)

where the subscript t denotes the tangential to the HMS
components of the fields and the dot products represent the
matrix multiplications between a second order tensor and a
2 × 1 vector. It should be noted that normal induced electric
or magnetic currents are not included in (2). Moreover, only
the boundary conditions of the tangential components of the
electric and magnetic fields are presented, as these are suffi-
cient to describe the total fields at the two regions of the HMS,
according to the uniqueness theorem. Lastly, in this review pa-
per only reciprocal metasurfaces will be discussed. Imposing
the requirement of reciprocity to the formulation presented in
(2) and assuming for simplicity a planar metasurface normal
to the z axis, the following extra conditions can be derived:(

Zse

)T = Zse, (3a)
(
Y sm

)T = Y sm, (3b)[
Kxx,me Kxy,me

Kyx,me Kyy,me

]
=

[−Kyy,em Kxy,em

Kyx,em −Kxx,em

]
(3c)

where T stands for the transpose operation and Kkl,me/em
(k, l ∈ {x, y}) are the elements of the respective coupling co-
efficient tensors.

Combining (1) and (2), we arrive at a set of expressions that
connect the tangential electric and magnetic fields at the two
sides of the boundary through the HMS parameters,

1

2

(
Et,1 + Et,2

) = Zse · (n̂ × (H2 − H1))

− Kem · [
n̂ × (−n̂ × (E2 − E1))

]
, (4a)

1

2

(
Ht,1 + Ht,2

) = Y sm · (−n̂ × (E2 − E1))

+ Kme · [
n̂ × (n̂ × (H2 − H1))

]
. (4b)

The first design step of a HMS includes determining the

HMS parameters Zse, Y sm, Kem, Kme for a desired wave
transformation. Then, the required profiles are discretized and
realized by means of appropriately engineered unit cells, as
described in Section III.

Although the first demonstrated HMSs were non-

bianisotropic (i.e., Kem = Kme = 0), it was soon realized that
bianisotropy offers another degree of freedom by coupling
the electric and magnetic responses, as evident from (2).
Two types of bianisotropy are particularly interesting for the
applications discussed in this paper: Omega-bianisotropy and
chirality. In the case of Omega-bianisotropic Huygens’
metasurfaces (O-BHMSs), the coupling coefficients
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Kem, Zme have diagonal nonzero elements. Then, provided

that the tensors Zse, Y sm are also diagonal, the boundary
conditions presented in (4) can reduce to a scalar form for
each polarization (transverse electric or transverse magnetic)
and the HMSs are characterized as scalar [15]. In a physical
interpretation, Omega-bianisotropy refers to the scenario that
the induced electric (magnetic) currents remain orthogonal to
the acting magnetic (electric) fields. This type of electromag-
netic coupling was proven essential to overcome limitations
observed in the early demonstrations of non-bianisotropic
scalar HMSs, such as the transmission efficiency drop for
wide-angle anomalous refraction [16]. On the other hand, in
chiral metasurfaces the induced electric (magnetic) currents
are parallel to the acting magnetic (electric) fields, meaning

that the tensors Kem, Kme have off-diagonal nonzero
elements. This type of bianisotropy is essential to design
HMSs for chiral polarization effects, such as polarization
rotation or circular polarization selectivity [17]–[19].

In most practical applications, it is required that the de-
signed HMSs are passive and lossless. Losses would reduce
the efficiency of the structures, while active regions across the
HMSs would significantly complicate their physical realiza-
tion. Therefore, it is important to arrive at sufficient conditions
for the input and output fields of a passive and lossless HMS.
For O-BHMSs it has been proven in [15] that any Maxwellian
wave transformation is feasible with a passive and lossless
design, if the real part of the power density normal to the
metasurface is locally conserved, i.e.,

1

2
Re {n̂ · (E2 × H2)} = 1

2
Re {n̂ · (E1 × H1)} (5)

Under the satisfaction of the local power conservation con-
dition in (5), the parameters of Zse, Ysm, Kem of a scalar
O-BHMS can be uniquely defined based on the electric and
magnetic fields at the two sides of the boundary [15], Eq. (5)].
After discretizing the HMS, the response at each unit cell
can then be modeled through an impedance matrix Z or a
generalized scattering matrix S with their elements given as
a function of Zse, Ysm, Kem at each sampling point [15],
[20]. In other design scenarios, such as chiral HMSs, it may
be more convenient to directly define lossless scattering ma-
trices without going through the formulation involving the

tensors Zse, Y sm, Kem, Kme [18], [19]. Lastly, it should be
emphasized that the physically realized unit cells inevitably
suffer from copper and dielectric losses. However, by trying to
approximate the scattering matrix of the ideal lossless design
for each unit cell, the losses are minimized, and the desired
functionality of the HMS is achieved.

III. METASURFACE REALIZATION AND UNIT CELL DESIGN
In the previous sections, the theoretical framework for deriv-
ing a set of boundary conditions for controlling arbitrary trans-
formations of electromagnetic waves was detailed. Specif-
ically, by utilizing a set of current densities, both electric

and magnetic, complete control over desired field transforma-
tions could be obtained [9]–[11]. Furthermore, by employing
a combination of electric impedance, magnetic admittance,
and magnetoelectric coupling tensors, a method of exciting
the required current densities without impressed sources be-
came possible. However, while these surface’s constitutive
properties are straightforward to obtain theoretically, realizing
a physical structure can still be challenging. The standard
method of physically representing these surface parameters
is to first discretize the continuous boundary conditions. The
discretized boundary values are then represented utilizing
electrically small scatterers known as ‘unit cells’ or ‘meta-
atoms’ [9]–[11]. These unit cells or meta-atoms then serve as
the building blocks for realizing a metasurface. By designing
and tuning the scattering characteristics of these unit cells,
the desired electromagnetic properties of these structures can
be obtained. Assembling arrays of the designed unit cells,
the desired metsurface can be realized with the stipulated
functionality.

The inherent characteristic of a metasurface unit cell which
allows an accurate representation of a set of desired bound-
ary conditions, is their electrically small and usually sub-
wavelength size. As compared to transmit- and reflect-array
unit cells, which are often around half wavelength in their
lateral dimension, metasurface unit cells are typically much
smaller in size, often ranging from a sixth to a tenth of the op-
erating wavelength in their lateral dimensions [9], [11], [21]–
[24]. Due to their extremely sub-wavelength nature, metasur-
face unit cells allow homogenization of their electrical prop-
erties. Such homogenization and electrically small size allow
them to accurately realize the continuous boundary conditions
presented in Eqs. (4). Furthermore, their small size also natu-
rally suppresses issues with undesired coupling effects in both
the longitudinal direction through the unit cell and the lateral
direction with neighboring cells. These combined effects give
metasurface unit cells more intimate control of their scattering
properties as compared to their transmit- and reflect-array
counterparts.

In recent years, as the functionality and applications of
metasurfaces have advanced, so have the design and realiza-
tion of metasurface unit cells. Designs including stacked layer
cells, wire-loop cells, omega-shaped inclusions, spiral-shaped
inclusions, among many others have been demonstrated [9],
[20]–[22], [25]–[32]. Examples of such unit cells and meta-
atoms can be seen in Fig. 2, which include single polarization
unit cells as seen in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) as well as tensorial
unit cells for polarization control in Fig. 2(c) and Fig. 2(d).
While any sub-wavelength scatterer may be utilized as a unit
cell, there have been two prevailing topologies utilized in re-
cent years, namely the stacked-layer and wire-loop structures.
In the following sections, discussions and examples of these
two popular topologies will be detailed.

A. STACKED-LAYER UNIT CELL TOPOLOGY
The stacked-layer unit cell is one of the most recognizable and
utilized unit cell topology. These structures are constructed
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FIGURE 2. Examples of metasurface unit cells. (a) Transverse wire-loop
unit cell [9]. (b) Longitudinal wire-loop unit cell [21]. (c) Three
stacked-layer unit cell [28]. (d) Helix-shaped inclusion [27]. (e)
Omega-shaped inclusion [26].

by stacking multiple substrates together with etched metal
features [20], [22], [32]. Typically, by tuning the metal geome-
tries, different scattering characteristics of the unit cells can be
obtained. Although the theoretical boundary conditions indi-
cate the requirement for both electric and magnetic responses,
the stacked-layer unit cell uses a combination of multiple
metal scatterers to achieve both effective electric and magnetic
properties. One aspect of the stacked-layer unit cell is the
number of layers that is needed to realize a certain desired
response. In general, with negligible layer-to-layer coupling,
three layers, specifically three metal layers on two bonded
substrates, are sufficient to realize any desired single polar-
ization unit cell response [10], [16]. The design of stacked-
layer unit cells typically involves utilizing a transmission-
line model, which models the substrates as transmission-line
segments and the etched metal layers as lumped shunt ad-
mittance or impedance elements [10], [16]. By matching the
equivalent transmission-line model of the unit cells to the
desired boundary conditions, the required shunt admittance or
impedance values of their circuit model can be obtained. Suit-
able metal geometries which realize these shunt admittance
or impedance values could then be explored and designed to
realize a physical unit cell. As there are no restrictions on
the possible metal geometries, a myriad of layer structures
have been utilized in recent years including meander lines,

Jerusalem crosses, dog bones, among others [20], [22], [23],
[28], [32]. Although coupling between neighboring unit cells
cannot be captured, while designing each of them individually,
it is generally low and does not affect the accuracy of the
realized transformations. However, in cases that coupling is
nontrivial, global post-optimization could be performed using
full-wave CAD tools to adjust for this intercell coupling. Al-
ternatively, walls acting as baffles and realized using vias can
be used between the unit cells to further decouple them [24].

For the first realizations of stacked-layer unit cells for
metasurfaces, the utilized unit cells were typically symmet-
ric. However, as it was seen with applications such as wide-
angle refraction, such symmetric unit cells could not pro-
duce reflectionless, lossless, and passive designs [15], [33].
This issue arose due to the impedance mismatch of the inci-
dent and refracted waves [16]. To resolve this issue, Omega-
bianisotropy was utilized. Additionally, to realize this Omega-
bianisotropy, the asymmetric stacked-layer unit cell was pro-
posed. In essence, by utilizing asymmetry in the unit cell
design, matching of different impedances for the input and
output of the unit cell became possible [16]. Although the
asymmetric stacked-layer unit cell was not the first topol-
ogy to demonstrate Omega-bianisotropy, they provide a much
simpler method of realizing O-BHMSs with standard printed
circuit board (PCB) fabrication technologies.

It should also be mentioned that although three layers are
typically sufficient for most desired responses, additional lay-
ers may add to improved functionalities of the unit cells.
One area where such effect is greatly notable is in reducing
the unit-cell losses. In three stacked-layer unit cells, it has
been noticed that high resonant losses in the metal layers
were often observed [20], [23]. However, such issues may
be alleviated when using additional number of layers, at the
cost of increased fabrication difficulty and design complexity.
Depending on the desired application, the four stacked-layer
unit cell may prove to be more appropriate as compared to the
three stacked-layer design.

B. WIRE-LOOP UNIT CELL TOPOLOGY
While the stacked-layer topology is more frequently utilized,
the wire-loop unit cell topology can be regarded as a more
direct and natural implementation of the boundary conditions.
As a set of both electric and magnetic currents are required to
achieve arbitrary wave transformations, a wire-loop structure
is able to represent these currents directly [9], [21], [34].
Specifically, an electric wire serves to produce and control
the desired electric current, while an electric loop controls
an effective orthogonal magnetic current. By combining the
scattered fields from these two structures, the wire-loop unit
cell is able to directly realize a Huygens’ source. Due to this
property, some of the earliest demonstrations of metasurface
designs utilized the wire-loop topology, such as with the re-
fractive designs shown in [9], [21].

It should also be mentioned that there are different ways
in which the wire-loop unit cell can be realized. One such
method is to utilize transverse designs where both the electric
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wire and the loop are etched on a single substrate such as with
the example shown in Fig. 2(a) [9]. However, to align the
direction of the electric and magnetic dipole moments with
the wire and loop, cuts of the metasurface need to be placed in
a stacked manner [9], [34]. Unfortunately, such complicated
assembly can lead to increased difficulties of realizing such
designs. A second method is to use a longitudinal wire-loop
design, where metallized vias through substrates are used
to form the electric loop as seen in Fig. 2(b) [21]. In the
longitudinal wire-loop design, post fabrication assembly of
the metasurface is not required. However, the required vias
increase the fabrication difficulties of the design. While both
topologies are capable of realizing metasurfaces, depending
on their respective trade-offs, they may be suited for different
applications.

The examples in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) were the
first generation of wire-loop unit cell designs. Specifically,
these unit cells were non-bianisotropic. As discussed pre-
viously, bianisotropy can lead to remarkable effects such
as polarization and asymmetric matching with chirality and
Omega-bianisotropy respectively. Thus, as exploration of
bianisotropic metasurface applications expanded, Omega-
bianisotropic versions of the wire-loop topology also emerged
[34], [35]. As discussed with the stacked-layer topology, it
was shown that asymmetry of the unit cell can be utilized
to realize Omega-bianisotropy. Using the same asymmetry
approach, asymmetric transverse wire-loop unit cell designs
were also shown to achieve Omega-bianisotropy. Function-
alities of dielectric matching and wide-angle reflection-less
refraction were demonstrated with such designs [34], [35].

It should also be discussed that like the stacked-layer topol-
ogy, equivalent circuits have been utilized to analyze the per-
formance of the wire-loop unit cell. Namely, lattice networks
have been shown to model the wire-loop unit cells intimately
for both non-bianisotropic and Omega-bianisotropic HMS de-
signs [35]. Due to the possible wide-band nature of the lattice
network, the wire-loop unit cells have also been shown to be
wide band and in theory could be engineered to achieve an
all-pass response [35].

IV. APPLICATIOS OF HUYGENS’ METASURFACES
A. ‘PERFECT’ REFRACTION
One of the earliest demonstrations of metasurfaces involved
arbitrary refraction of electromagnetic fields. More specifi-
cally, ‘perfect’ or reflectionless refraction was desired. It is
well known that for refraction between two media, there ex-
ists a remarkable effect known as the Brewster angle, where
transverse magnetic (TM) waves refract between dielectric
media without any reflections. However, this effect only exists
for one single angle of incidence depending on the material
properties of the two media, and for all other angles of inci-
dence, reflections are always present. Fortunately, due to the
ability of metasurfaces to produce arbitrary wave transforma-
tions, a method of perfect refraction with tailored incident and
refracted angles becomes possible. The first demonstrations of

refraction were achieved with symmetric wire-loop unit cells
as seen in [9], [21]. These designs realized non-bianisitropic
boundary conditions and were able to demonstrate the de-
sired refraction with negligible reflections utilizing passive
and lossless structures.

While both demonstrations showed promise for refractive
functionalities, it also became apparent that such designs
would not be feasible for wide-angle refraction. As previ-
ously mentioned, this was due to the impedance mismatch
of the incident and refracted waves [16]. At shallow angles
of refraction (assuming normal incidence), the impedance
mismatch would be minimal which allowed these symmetric
designs to suffer negligible reflections. However, as the de-
sired refraction angle was increased, the impedance mismatch
issue was exacerbated, and such symmetric structures no
longer could achieve reflectionless transformations. This issue
was also investigated theoretically, which revealed that non-
bianisotropic designs cannot simultaneously produce lossless,
passive, and reflectionless transformations for different input
and output wave impedances. Due to this issue, any passive
non-bianisotropic designs, as in the case with the symmet-
ric wire-loop metasaurfaces, would inevitably experience in-
creased reflections for wide-angle refraction.

To alleviate this issue, Omega-bianisotropy was utilized.
Through demonstration via both microwave network and
full field theory approaches, it was revealed that Omega-
bianisotropy would allow perfect matching of arbitrary input
and output impedances, even for passive and lossless designs
[15], [16]. Additionally, such Omega-bianisotropy could be
physically realized through asymmetry of the unit cell de-
sign. Demonstrations of such Omega-bianisotropy refraction
designs were first presented for the asymmetric stacked-layer
unit cell [20], [32]. Through both full-wave simulations and
measurements, negligible reflections were observed for ex-
treme angles of refraction.

Following demonstrations of ‘perfect’ wide-angle refrac-
tion with stacked-layer designs, Omega-bianisotropic wire-
loop unit cells were also shown to be capable of achieving
the same desired refraction [34]. Similar to their stacked-layer
counterparts, the Omega-bianisotropic wire-loop metasurface
also achieved negligible reflections and wide-angle refraction
with comparable scattering refraction efficiency. Measure-
ment results for the above mentioned wire-loop wide-angle
refraction design around 21 GHz can be seen in Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4

As shown in Fig. 3(b) the specular reflections of the
metasurface centered at 21.6 GHz, which was characterized
in a quasi-optical setup shown in Fig. 3(a), demonstrated
negligible specular reflection, as desired. Additionally, the
refractive nature of the metasurface was characterized through
a far-field antenna measurement setup by placing the meta-
surface in front of a receiving horn antenna. By measuring the
horn antenna with the metasurface as an overall antenna under
test (AUT), the radiation profile of the composite system was
obtained. As seen in Fig. 4, the measured radiation pattern
demonstrated that the metasurface is able to refract the
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FIGURE 3. Reflection setup and measurement of Omega-bianisotropic
wide-angle refraction metasurface [34]. (a) Quasi-optical measurement
setup including horn antenna, lens for collimation, and metasurface under
test. (b) Measured specular reflection of metasurface with a center
frequency of 21.6 GHz.

FIGURE 4. Measured realized gain of Omega-bianisotropic wide-angle
refraction Huygens’ metasurface placed in front of a receiving horn in a
far-field anechoic antenna test measurement setup at the center frequency
of 21.6 GHz and off center frequency at 20 GHz, with the possible Floquet
modes for both transmission (T+1, T−1, and T0) and reflection (R+1, R−1,
and R0) regimes indicated [34].

normally incident radiation of the horn antenna to an extreme
angle at the center frequency of 21.6 GHz. Through analysis
of the measured results, the metasurface demonstrated a
scattering refraction efficiency of 80%, denoting that 80%
of the scattered power was coupled to the desired refraction
direction. Such scattering efficiency would not be possible
with non-bianisostropic designs for the same desired angle

of refraction. As Fig. 4 shows, at the correct frequency, all
possible propagating Floquet modes are suppressed which is a
remarkable feature of Huygens’ metasurfaces. The designs in
[20], [32], [34] demonstrated the ability for realizing Omega-
bianisotropic Huygens’ metasurfaces with standard PCB
fabrication techniques and achieving improved performance
as compared to previous non-bianisotropic designs.

B. THIN LENSES
One of the most sought-after applications of metasurfaces is
for the enhancement of antenna systems, specifically meta-
surface lenses for enhancing the gain of a feed antenna. Mi-
crowave lenses have been commonly used for collimation of
antenna patterns. However, these traditional lenses are often
manufactured by shaping dielectric materials. Due to their
size and volume, dielectric lenses are often heavy and bulky.
Additionally, reflections due to the mismatch of air and the di-
electric lens can often produce undesired effects. To alleviate
these issues while still providing the benefit of utilizing a lens
to enhance antennas, metasurface lenses have been employed.
Due to the thin and flat profile of metasurfaces, these lens
designs are made to be sleek and lightweight. Additionally,
by controlling the electrical properties of these designs, reflec-
tions can be controlled and minimized. Although metasurface
lenses are thin, they are designed to still provide the colli-
mating functionality that is desired with traditional dielectric
lenses.

Metasurface lenses are often compared to transmit-arrays
which may share similar functionalities. However, there are
fundamental differences between the two design regimes.
The standard method of designing transmit-arrays is to en-
code a modulated phase profile into the transmitting surface
structure. The desired phase is often obtained through ray-
tracing from a feeding antenna to the surface. Metasurfaces
on the other hand, utilize full field quantities to realize the
desired boundary conditions [36]. Due to the utilization of
full field quantities, metasurface have improved control over
reflections and the excitation of higher order Floquet modes,
which transmit-arrays often lack [36]. In the case of Omega-
bianisotropic designs, Huygens’ metasurface lenses may even
be made completely reflectionless, which is not achievable
with traditional transmit-array designs. Such design consid-
erations become increasingly important for lens designs with
small F/D (focal length / diameter) ratios, where the lens
may be placed close to the source antenna and control over
reflections becomes necessary.

An example of a TM metasurface collimating lens can be
seen in Fig. 5 [23]. The lens is centered around 34.3 GHz
with a bandwidth of 1.8 GHz. At the center frequency, the
lens has a focal length of 3λ and a diameter of 15λ, resulting
in a small F/D ratio of 0.2. The lens is designed to increase
the gain of a feeding slotted waveguide antenna (SWGA).
The waveguide antenna radiates through a row of slots 40λ

in length at 34.3 GHz. Additionally, the waveguide antenna
scans between −20◦ to broadside within the operational band
via frequency scanning. The metasurface lens is then designed
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FIGURE 5. Huygens’ metasurface lens with slotted waveguide antenna,
with zoomed inset in region of the metasurface [23].

FIGURE 6. Measured realized gain of the slotted waveguide antenna with
(SWGA+MS) and without the Huygens’ metasurface lens in the collimation
plane [23].

FIGURE 7. Measured realized gain of the waveguide antenna with
(SWGA+MS) and without the metasurface lens in the scanning plane for
the scan range of −20◦ to broadside [23].

to provide gain enhancement throughout the entire band of
operation without disturbing the scanning capability of the
SWGA. The overall antenna system comprising the metasur-
face lens and the SWGA can be seen in Fig 5.

The measured gain enhancement of the Huygens’ meta-
surface lens can be seen in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. In Fig. 6, the

measured gain of the SWGA with and without the metasurface
in the collimation plane can be seen. As shown, the meta-
surface is able to collimate the wide radiation pattern of the
SWGA and produce a collimated beam. The result of this
collimation is experienced as an increase of the realized gain.
Additionally, as the SWGA scans, the Huygens’ metasurface
lens was able to continuously increase the output antenna gain
without disturbing the scanning capability. As shown in Fig. 6,
depending on the scanning angle, the passive metasurface lens
was able to provide upwards of 10 dB of increased realized
gain.

Aside from collimation, Huygens’ metasurface lenses may
also be utilized for other applications, such as extending the
scan range of antenna arrays. As discussed in [37], a diverging
Huygens’ metasurface lens placed in the far-field of a phased
array may provide continuous angle doubling or tripling to
the overall antenna system. Such functionalities could lessen
the scanning requirement of the feed antenna, which may
significantly reduce the overall design complexity and cost of
antenna systems.

C. POLARIZATION CONTROL
Controlling the polarization states of electromagnetic (EM)
waves is another important aspect in many practical applica-
tions such as satellite communications and imaging systems.
While birefringence can be adopted in the design of a metasur-
face, it offers limited polarization control in the sense that it
fails to manipulate the flow of different circular polarizations
(CPs). In this regard, chiral metasurfaces have attracted much
interest as they offer more advanced functionalities such as CP
sessslectivity and polarization rotation. To date, various chiral
metasurfaces have been reported which are mainly realized by
(i) utilizing chiral bianisotropic meta-atoms whose induced
electric (magnetic) dipole moments are in parallel with the
acting magnetic (electric) field, and (ii) cascading anisotropic
electric impedance sheets.

To conceptually visualize the working principle behind the
first method, we discuss how chiral bianisotropic meta-atoms
can be used to realize a circular polarization selective surface
(CPSS). A CPSS is a type of chiral surface which transmits
one handedness of CP while reflecting the opposite handed-
ness. For this purpose, consider a metasurface formed by an
array of chiral bianisotropic meta-atoms (e.g., metallic he-
lices) that are oriented along the z-axis. If an acting electric
field is polarized along the z-axis, the electric dipole moments
are induced along the z-axis due to the orientation of the
meta-atoms. Additionally, the acting electric field would also
induce parallel magnetic dipole moments along the z-axis as
the meta-atoms are assumed to possess chirality. These two
induced electric and magnetic dipole moments radiate orthog-
onal electric fields since the z-oriented electric dipoles radiate
electric fields that are polarized in the θ direction, while the
z-oriented magnetic dipoles produce electric fields in the φ

direction. As such, provided that these two parallel dipole mo-
ments generate the fields that are of equal magnitude but out
of phase by 90◦, the metasurface essentially functions as an
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FIGURE 8. (a) Left: A schematic of a twisted-metamaterial polarizer
comprising cascaded arrays of gold nanorods that are rotated with respect
to one another. Right: Transmission coefficients of CP waves with two
opposite handedness (red and black curves respectively correspond to
left-handed and right- handed CP waves) Reprinted figure from [38]. (b)
Top: Experimental set-up used for characterizing the dual-band CPSS in
[18]. Bottom Left: The measured transmission coefficients (in dB) of CP
waves for two opposite handedness near 20 GHz (red and blue curves
respectively correspond to right-handed and left-handed CP waves).
Bottom Right: The measured transmission coefficients near 30 GHz.
Reproduced figure from [18].

ideal CPSS. Based on such an idea, the authors in [17] demon-
strated various chiral polarization control functions with an
array of helical meta-atoms.

In departure from explicitly utilizing nonzero magnetoelec-
tric coupling coefficients, chiral effects can also be achieved
by cascading anisotropic layers that only possess electric

responses (i.e., Zse). For example, Zhao et al. have cap-
tured much attention with their initial proposal of a ‘twisted-
metamaterial’ in which they demonstrated CP selectivity by
cascading an array of rotated gold nanorods [38]. In these
twisted-metamaterials (Fig. 8(a)), the gold nanorods do not
possess any intrinsic chiral response, but the chirality is in-
duced from the progressive rotation of the nanorods along
the propagation direction of an incident wave (i.e., the ro-
tated lattice effect) [39]. The efficiency of the demonstrated
CPSS, however, was not necessarily close to unity because
the impedance-matching condition was not guaranteed to be
satisfied for the transmitted CP field. Subsequent work by Sel-
vanayagam and Eleftheriades resolved this issue by cascading

two non-bianisotropic HMSs [40]. In particular, these authors
obtained chiral effects by rotating the HMSs with respect
to one another similar to the twisted-metamaterials. On the
other hand, they allowed the off-diagonal elements of Zse and

Y sm for their non-bianisotropic HMSs to be nonzero to pre-
cisely control the reflection, thereby satisfying the impedance-
matching condition. Following this work, the same authors
demonstrated chirality with minimal number of anisotropic
layers that possesses purely electric responses (3 layers for
CPSSs and 4 layers for polarization rotators) [41]. In particu-
lar, the authors utilized the multi-conductor transmission line
(MTL) theory to precisely determine the required anisotropic
impedance values in each layer and demonstrated general chi-
ral properties with minimal number of layers, while maximiz-
ing efficiency. The proposed systematic method was further
developed by Kim and Eleftheriades where they combined
the MTL theory with a nonlinear optimization technique to
experimentally demonstrate a dual-band chiral metasurface
[18] (Fig. 8(b)).

In [19], the idea of cascading anisotropic electric layers for
realizing a chiral metasurface was further expanded by also
combining wavefront engineering capabilities. In particular,
the authors incorporated the theory of Pancharatnam-Berry
phase shift in the design of a CPSS to selectively apply a phase
shift only for the reflected CP wave, while preserving the
impedance-matching condition for the opposite handedness.
Four tensor impedance layers were cascaded and twisted with
respect to one another to acquire the necessary chiral effects,
while individual meta-atoms were rotated once more to induce
the geometric phase shift (i.e., the Pancharatnam-Berry phase
shift). In this sense, the authors used two rotations: (i) a rota-
tion of each anisotropic electric layer for producing chirality
and (ii) another rotation of individual meta-atoms for obtain-
ing the geometric phase shift as shown in Fig. 9(a). Their
experimental setup and the results are shown in Fig. 9(b) from
which it is seen that the left-handed CP field is reflected at 33◦
off broadside, while the right-handed CP field is transmitted
with minimal reflection. Following this work, Kazemi et al.
numerically demonstrated refraction of a plane wave, while
rotating its polarization angle by 90◦ [42].

Whereas the discussion thus far focused around CPSSs
that reflect one handedness of CP while transmitting the op-
posite handedness, it should be briefly mentioned that CP
selectivity can also be achieved by utilizing unequal Ohmic
losses in the metasurface for two orthogonal CP waves (i.e.,
circular dichroism). Chiral metasurfaces that rely on circular
dichroism typically consist of asymmetric unit cells whose
resonant modal profiles are different for two orthogonal CP
waves [43], [44]. This difference allows the incident left-
and right-handed CP waves to perceive different absorption
coefficients, thereby producing a non-zero circular dichroism.
Nevertheless, similar to the early CPSSs that reflect/transmit
particular CP waves, their chiral dichroism in transmission is
typically not unity due to the explicit utilization of Ohmic
losses which inevitably impacts the transmission for both CP
waves and fails to satisfy the impedance-matching condition.
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FIGURE 9. (a) An array of the phase-gradient CPSS in [19]. (b) Top:
Experimental set-up used for characterizing the phase-gradient CPSS.
Bottom Left and Right: The measured far-field amplitude distribution for
the reflected left-handed CP field (left) and right-handed CP field (right).
Reproduced figure from [19].

D. BEAMFORMING
Huygens’ metasurfaces have demonstrated general beam-
forming capabilities that can be utilized to synthesize antenna
patterns without resorting to conventional antenna arrays. In
such antenna systems, one or more HMSs transform the elec-
tromagnetic radiation of a single source into the necessary
aperture fields corresponding to desired radiation patterns in
the far-field. Therefore, the use of metasurfaces eliminates
the requirements for complex feeding networks of the array
elements that can increase the fabrication cost and limit the
power efficiency due to losses. Although the local power
conservation condition in (5) seems constraining in the case
of prescribed incident fields and a desired output aperture,
different ways have been proposed in the literature to achieve
highly efficient beamforming with a single source. These in-
clude redistributing the power and restoring the local power
density matching by use of a cavity-excited HMS [25], [45],
[46], pairs of HMSs [47]–[49] or auxiliary surface waves [50].

Cavity-excited HMS were first demonstrated in [25], where
a highly-directive beam was produced with a low-profile

FIGURE 10. Cavity-excited HMS for beamforming applications [25], [45].
(a) Schematic of the structure, (b) Fabricated cavity-excited HMS for
highly-directive radiation towards broadside [25], (c) Simulated,
theoretical and measured radiation patterns.

single-fed cavity. Specifically, a HMS was placed at the open
side of an orthogonal metallic cavity, as seen in Fig. 10(a).
The electromagnetic fields within the cavity take the form of
lateral cavity modes that exhibit multiple reflections between
the perfect electric conductor (PEC) base of the cavity and
the metasurface. It was shown that coupling to the higher-
order (propagating) lateral modes is required for maximum
directivity due to the better illumination of the aperture and
the suppression of grating lobes. Because the HMS in [25]
was non-bianisotropic, the reflected and transmitted fields
were constrained not only by the local power conservation
condition in (5), but also by the requirement of equal wave
impedances at the two sides of the HMS. However, by opti-
mizing the height d of the cavity and the position z′ of the
source, it was possible to couple most of the input power to
the highest-order lateral modes and achieve a highly-directive
beam at the output. A design of length L = 14λ (where λ is
the free-space wavelength for a frequency at 20 GHz) was
fabricated with the HMS consisting of ‘spider-type’ unit cells.
The simulated and measured aperture illumination efficiency
was 86 % and 75 %, respectively. In addition, the measured
and simulated radiation patterns showed good agreement with
the semi-analytically predicted one, as shown in Fig.10(c).

In [45] the concept of cavity-excited HMS was expanded by
considering Omega-bianisotropic HMSs on the top of the cav-
ity. The extra degree of freedom allows to have full control of
the amplitude and phase of the output fields and, thus, realize
prescribed antenna patterns. The output fields are determined
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FIGURE 11. Cavity-excited HMS for beamforming applications [45]. (a)
Real part of the electric field |Re{Ex}| as obtained from full-wave
simulations for a desired Taylor output aperture, (b) Theoretical and
simulated radiation patterns.

based on the desired radiation characteristics using the “vir-
tual array” method. Specifically, an array of Huygens’ sources
having currents according to the desired antenna design (e.g.,
Taylor antenna, Chebyshev array antenna) is conceptualized
at a plane z = z̃ below the HMS and the output aperture
fields are calculated as the fields emitted by the virtual array
sources at the plane z = 0 [Fig. 10(a))]. By reasoning of
the equivalence principle, these aperture fields, if established
at the output of the HMS, will produce the desired far-field
radiation pattern.

The fields within the cavity in [45] were also analyzed
in a summation of lateral cavity modes. In order to arrive
at a passive and lossless design, the reflection coefficients
from the HMS for each lateral mode and the position of the
source were optimized, so that the total input and output fields
minimize the local power mismatch at the boundary. Once the
optimization was converged, the Omega-bianisotropic HMS
was modeled using the three-impedance layers approach, as
described in Section III. Different Taylor aperture antenna
patterns were demonstrated with high accuracy in terms of
the radiation characteristics, as observed in Figs. 11(a)–11(b).
Moreover, given that the HMS is the only open side of the cav-
ity, there were not any leakage losses and the power efficiency
drop in a physical implementation would only be attributed to
the losses of the HMS and the walls of the cavity.

An alternative approach for general antenna beamforming
is the use of pairs of Omega-bianisotropic HMSs, as sketched
in Fig. 12(a). The fields at the input of the metasurface pair
(y = 0−) are calculated based on the electromagnetic source,
while the output fields of the HMS pair (y = d+) are deter-
mined from the desired radiation pattern. As explained before,
the main constrain in this case is the local power conservation
requirement that should be satisfied for passive HMSs, even
if bianisotropy is present. However, by allowing the wave
to propagate for a distance d between the two HMSs, it is
possible to redistribute the power density profile. Therefore,
for appropriate electric and magnetic fields in the region be-
tween the two metasurfaces, it is possible to achieve local
power conservation for each metasurface individually, while
the input and output power profiles of the total structure are

FIGURE 12. Huygens’ metasurface pairs for non-local power conserving
transformations [49]. (a) Schematic of the structure, (b) Real part of the
electric field |Re{Ez}| as obtained from full-wave simulations for a desired
uniform output aperture and a separation distance d = 0.5λ between the
two HMSs, (c) Theoretical and simulated radiation patterns.

different. Although the sides of the structure are left as open
boundaries, by equating the total incident and output power,
the power leakage at the sides is minimized.

Naturally, the above-described problem reduces to calcu-
lating the fields in the region 0+ < y < d− that satisfy: (a)
Maxwell equations, and (b) the power-density boundary con-
ditions defined by the local power conservation requirements
at the two HMSs. Due to the complexity of the problem, all
proposed solutions resort to some kind of optimization that
minimize the total local power mismatch at the two bound-
aries. In [47], a phase-retrieval algorithm was employed to
find the appropriate phase profile that the fields should acquire
from M1, so that the power density profile at the input of M2
is the desired one. On the other hand, in [48] the fields at the
output M1 were expanded in a set of basis functions with un-
known complex weights. By carefully employing Maxwell’s
equations to propagate the field distribution, the power density
profiles were calculated at the inner boundaries of the two
HMSs as a function of the unknown weights. Subsequently,
a power-based point-matching process was utilized to acquire
a nonlinear system of equations, which was then solved with
standard optimization techniques. The latter method, inspired
by the Method of Moments formulation, was further expanded
in [49] to accommodate for the case that the source is placed
within the metasurface pair. The use of multiple reflections
between the two HMSs was also studied as a promising way to
reduce the required separation distance and design more com-
pact structures. Numerous nonlocal power conserving trans-
formations were demonstrated with HMS pairs, as for exam-
ple, the conversion of the cylindrical wave of a single current
line source to a uniform output aperture. The use of multiple
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FIGURE 13. A single Omega-bianisotropic HMS for non-local power
conserving transformations enabled by auxiliary surface waves [50]. (a)
Schematic of the structure, (b) Real part of the electric field |Re{Ez}| as
obtained from full-wave simulations for a Taylor aperture antenna, (c)
Theoretical and simulated radiation patterns.

reflections allowed the transformation to be accurately per-
formed at a distance d = 0.5λ. The designed structure was
simulated using three impedance layers for each HMS and the
results are given in Figs. 12(b)–12(c). It can be observed that
the wavefront acquires a planar profile with nearly constant
amplitude, as desired. Moreover, the far-field radiation pattern
matches very closely the theoretical, while around 95% of the
incident power is transmitted to the output.

Lastly, surface waves have been investigated as a way to
perform wave transformations that are characterized by dif-
ferent incident and output power profiles. Examples include
beam splitting and perfect anomalous reflection with HMSs
[51], as well as cloaking and beamforming with impenetrable
impedance surfaces [52], [53]. Moreover, surface waves have
been utilized in space-wave routing systems, where propagat-
ing power couples to surface waves on a metasurface section
and gets relaunched from a different section of the whole
metasurface system [54]. In the context of HMSs, surface
waves are excited passively and modify the total input power
so that the local power conservation is restored, and the meta-
surface can be designed as passive and lossless. Moreover,
these auxiliary fields do not modify the far-field character-
istics and do not result in reflected propagating power, since
their spectrum is purely evanescent. While in relatively simple
transformations (e.g., beam splitting, perfect anomalous re-
flection) the auxiliary fields can be analytically defined, more
complicated applications require an optimization method.

In a recent work, beamforming was also demonstrated with
a single Omega-bianisotropic transmissive HMS by utilizing
auxiliary surface waves [50], as illustrated in Fig. 13(a). The
auxiliary surface wave distribution was expanded in a set of
basis functions with unknown complex weights An, similarly
to the approach employed in the HMS pair design. However,

in this case, the basis functions were modulated at a spatial
frequency kc so that their spectrum falls entirely within the
evanescent part. By using superposition of the incident fields
and the surface waves, the total input power was calculated as
a function of the unknown weights An. Then, several equally
spaced points along the HMS were selected to enforce local
power conservation of the total fields at the two sides of
the HMS. By minimizing the local power mismatch at the
selected points using gradient descent optimization, a solution
in terms of the weights An is found. Finally, knowing the
incident, auxiliary and output fields, the HMS parameters are
calculated through analytical expressions and implemented
through three impedance sheets in full-wave simulations. As
shown in Figs. 13(b)–13(c), a single HMS of length 6λ was
used to transform the fields of a single current line source
placed only λ/3 away from the HMS into the fields of a Taylor
aperture with −20 dB sidelobe level. The remarkable agree-
ment between the desired and simulated transmitted fields
and the compactness of the design compared to cavity-exited
HMSs or HMS pairs inspire further investigation of the above
concept with physical structures.

E. RECONFIGURABLE HUYGENS’ METASURFACES
Heretofore in this paper, passive HMSs have been discussed
whose functionalities are inherently fixed to the geometrical
parameters of their constituent meta-atoms. Although these
passive HMSs offer extreme beam manipulation capabilities,
many practical applications (e.g., high-rate communications,
remote sensing, imaging, and radar) also require the ability
to dynamically control various aspects of EM waves. In this
regard, much of the recent effort has been devoted to the
realization of reconfigurable metasurfaces. Nevertheless, the
realization of a reconfigurable HMS for dynamic and indepen-
dent control of both the amplitude and phase of an EM wave
has been challenging due to the difficulties in locally tuning
both electric and magnetic responses of individual meta-atoms
and designing a biasing circuitry that would not degrade the
microwave performance of the metasurface. As such, early
research mainly focused on steering a reflected or transmitted
beam by dynamically controlling only the phase along their
surfaces which were in the form of reflect- and transmit-
arrays, and impedance surfaces [55]–[59]. Although these
early surfaces may not be of Huygens’ type metasurfaces, we
briefly review some of them which, in particular rely on active
circuit elements for acquiring the necessary tunability. While
there are other means to attain the tunability such as the uti-
lization of phase transition materials (e.g., vanadium dioxide
[60] and germanium-antimony-tellurium [61]), these methods
are still not mainstream and are typically used in the Terahertz
and optical regimes. For our purpose, we will focus our dis-
cussion to those that utilize variable microwave devices such
as varactor diodes, PIN diodes, and micro-electromechanical
(MEMS) switches. Following a review, we present our latest
effort in the realization of a reconfigurable HMS that allows
dynamic control of both the amplitude and phase of the reflec-
tion and transmission coefficients.
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In the microwave regime, the integration of active lumped
elements in the design of a unit cell has been extensively
investigated to dynamically control the reflection or transmis-
sion phase from 0◦ to 360◦ at the highest possible reflection
or transmission amplitude. Some of the early reconfigurable
surfaces include various reflect-arrays that utilize varactor
diodes [55]. In these surfaces, the capacitance of varactor
diodes inside each unit cell is electronically altered by apply-
ing suitable bias voltages to dynamically modify the reflection
phase profiles on their surfaces, thereby dynamically engi-
neering the reflected wavefront. Instead of varactor diodes,
PIN diodes and micro-electromechanical (MEMS) switches
have also been frequently utilized to dynamically control the
local reflection phases by discretely shorting or disconnecting
some components inside the meta-atoms [62], [63]. On the
other hand, those that operate in transmission mode have also
been demonstrated which rely on a so-called Antenna-Filter-
Antenna (AFA) architecture [56], [57]. The AFA architecture
consists of arrays of receiving and transmitting patch antennas
with reconfigurable unit cells in between that typically consist
of MEMS switches, PIN or varactor diodes. The receiving
antennas take an incoming EM wave and the unit cells add
certain transmission phases to the wave which gets re-radiated
by the transmitting antennas. Based on the AFA architec-
ture, researchers have demonstrated dynamic tuning of the
transmission phases for over 360◦ [56]. Instead of continuous
variation, dynamic wavefront engineering based on discrete
phase variation has also been demonstrated [64], [65].

The reconfigurable metasurfaces discussed thus far mainly
focus on tuning the reflection or transmission phase profiles

along their surfaces. However, provided that Zse, Y sm, and

Kem can be arbitrarily and dynamically tuned, it is possible
to realize a reconfigurable O-BHMS that can dynamically
control both the amplitude and phase of the reflected and
transmitted fields. However, such a realization is especially
challenging because both electric and magnetic responses of
individual meta-atoms need to be precisely tuned. Neverthe-
less, a few reconfigurable non-bianisotropic HMSs have been
recently reported [66], [67]. In particular, the authors in [67]
have employed the wire-loop topology to realize a Huygens’
unit cell and integrated one varactor diode to the wire and two
varactor diodes to the loop. By separately applying different
bias voltages to these diodes, the authors demonstrated inde-
pendent tuning of the electric and magnetic resonances and
realized a reconfigurable meta-lens. Nevertheless, due to the
aforementioned difficulty, the demonstrated functionality was
also limited to dynamically controlling just the transmission
phase profile, however, with improved transmission efficiency.

In order to completely and dynamically control the scat-
tered EM fields (i.e., dynamic amplitude and phase control),
we have recently proposed a reconfigurable O-BHMS by cas-
cading four tunable impedance layers as shown in Fig. 14(a)
[68]. Each layer consists of an array of dual-loop unit cell
as shown in Fig. 14(b). For the unit cell, a varactor diode
(MAVR-000120-14110P from MACOM) was integrated on
the outermost loop to obtain the reconfigurability by applying

FIGURE 14. (a) The overview of the Huygens’-metasurface- assisted
reconfigurable LWA and (b) the proposed tunable dual-loop unit cell.
Reproduced figure from [69].

FIGURE 15. (a) The gain scan result with the tunable O-BHMS, and the
electric field profiles of the reconfigurable LWA that radiates at broadside
with (b) α = 0.035ko and (c) α = 0.015ko.

DC bias voltage to it. Additionally, two 100 k� resistors
were included at the two ends of the bias lines to decouple
the radio-frequency waves and DC biasing circuitry. The pro-
posed surface was then integrated inside a leaky-wave antenna
(LWA) to form a compact antenna system similar to its passive
version in [22]. It should be noted that the biasing lines can be
accessed from outside by perforating the waveguide wall [69].
By applying suitable bias voltages to each unit cell, the local
reflection and transmission coefficients of the surface can be
independently and dynamically tuned. Since the proposed tun-
able O-BHMS allows independent control over its scattering
parameters, an arbitrary guided mode can be supported and
transformed to a certain desired radiation. In other words,
the LWA allows independent and dynamic control of (i) the
radiation angle (including broadside), (ii) leakage constant,
and (iii) phase constant of a guided mode. As a demonstration,
Fig. 15(a) shows the full-wave simulation results based on the
proposed physical structure for a beam steering from −30◦ to
+30◦ including broadside. In the simulation, the diodes from
MACOM were modeled as lumped RLC boundaries whose
resistance and capacitance values were obtained from Ad-
vanced Design System simulations. Furthermore, Figs. 15(b)
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and 15(c) show two field profiles for broadside radiation with
two different leakage constants from which it is clearly seen
that the guided mode in Fig. 15(b) decays faster than that of
the one shown in Fig. 15(c).

The discussion thus far has reviewed some of the recon-
figurable metasurfaces that interact with an EM wave from
an external source. However, a brief mention must also be
given to active HMSs that utilize impressed Huygens’ sources
for generating electric and magnetic currents which are de-
duced from the equivalence principle [70]–[73]. For example,
Selvanayagam et al. have demonstrated active cloaking by
surrounding an object with impressed Huygens’ sources that
radiate a secondary scattered field which would destructively
interfere with the primary scattered field caused by the inci-
dent field [70], [71]. Following this demonstration, a so-called
Huygens’ box was proposed which engineers the EM field
within a region enclosed by impressed Huygens’ sources [74].
In particular, Wong et al. have demonstrated the generation of
propagating plane waves inside a metallic cavity by periph-
erally placing current strips in close proximity to the cavity
walls. Recently, the idea of the Huygens’ box was further
developed to realize peripherally-excited phased arrays [74]–
[76]. By synthesizing various propagating plane waves inside
a Huygens’ box and perforating its top plate to allow radia-
tion, researchers have demonstrated steering of a pencil beam
and generation of multiple beams with significantly reduced
number of active components compared to traditional phased
arrays albeit with a reduction of the scanning angular space
[74]–[76].

V. OUTLOOK
Huygens’ metasurfaces are an emerging class of engineered
surfaces for the manipulation of incident electromagnetic
wavefronts. In their basic form they comprise sub-wavelength
unit cells that act as Huygens’ sources or scatterers (secondary
sources): The fictitious sources that are used to explain wave
phenomena such as wave propagation, reflection and refrac-
tion in the Huygens’ principle are now physically realized to
manipulate electromagnetic waves at will, in a natural and
versatile way. For example, such HMSs can be used to ma-
nipulate the phase, magnitude and polarization state of an im-
pinging wave whether this is a plane wave, a beam or the fields
from a nearby feeding source. In this way, sub-wavelength
thin HMSs can be designed to refract an incident wave at
an arbitrary angle with zero or tailored reflections. Likewise,
perfect ‘anomalous’ reflection can be achieved in which the
reflected angle can be arbitrary compared to the incident angle
and with ideally 100% reflection efficiency [51], [77]. The
microwave applications can be numerous and some of them
were described in this paper including thin lenses for enhanc-
ing the gain of scanning antennas, or increasing their scan
range. Other examples include quasi-optical beam splitting at
arbitrary angles, chiral polarization control (e.g., CPSS or po-
larization rotators), arbitrary antenna beamforming and even
low-cost electronic beam steering.

We have primarily reviewed passive HMSs but exciting
opportunities exist for active ones or electronically recon-
figurable ones. For example, thin active Huygens’ metasur-
faces can be used for cloaking [78], wavefront and beam
synthesis in cavities for microwave sub-wavelength imaging
and medical therapy, as well as exterior cloaking [79]. An
emerging exciting concept is the use of apertures with only
active-element excitations in their periphery for beam steering
(through the equivalence principle) to drastically reduce the
number of active elements form N2 to N (albeit with a reduced
scan range) [74]–[76]. Another emerging area is that of opti-
cally transparent metasurfaces for enhancing or manipulating
wave propagation for fifth-generation (5G) signals in smart
buildings or smart cars, e.g., using nanometer-scale silver
films [80]. Finally, another area in which HMSs can play a
significant role is that of time-varying metasurfaces for effi-
cient frequency conversion [81], full-duplex communications
(non-reciprocal) and/or novel beam steering at microwaves
[82], [83].
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